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Abstract—Memory analysis is now used routinely for incident response and forensic applications. Current memory analysis techniques are very effective in finding kernel artifacts of significance to the forensic investigator. However, the analysis of user space applications has not received enough attention so far. We identify the lack of pagefile support in analysis and acquisition as a major hurdle in the analysis of user space applications. We present a set of patches to the Rekall Memory Forensic platform that enable the analysis of pagefiles on all operating systems. We then continue by studying the process heaps, and in particular the Windows userspace heap allocator. We present a set of plugins to enumerate heap allocations and discover internal references. We demonstrate that using the heap allocations as a guide, it is easier to reverse engineer user space private data structure simply by observation. Finally, we apply the heap analysis technique to study the allocations made by the windows DNS client cache.

I. INTRODUCTION

Memory analysis has gained popularity in recent years as a powerful and effective method for obtaining forensically relevant information from running computer systems.

The widespread use and availability of powerful memory analysis frameworks such as Rekall [1] or Volatility [2] has enabled this trend. Forensically relevant information, such as IP addresses, recent connections and running processes can assist in rapid triaging of forensic acquisition and analysis. For closed source operating systems, such as Microsoft Windows, much effort has been devoted into reverse engineering core parts of the operating systems in order to identify important artifacts in memory, such as important kernel structures.

However, full reverse engineering is generally time consuming and requires highly specialized skills. As a result, the analysis of application memory has been slower to develop, since applications change more frequently and there are more forensically interesting applications. While some of the more important user space applications have received some interest (e.g. the Service Control Manager [3], or the Windows Command Shell [4]), there remain many user space applications which have not been analyzed sufficiently.

This paper focuses specifically on the analysis of user space applications running under the windows operating system. We consider some of the challenges encountered in this scenario and in particular examine ways to make the reversing of the application easier through deep inspection of the user mode heap.

By enumerating all user space heap allocations one gains a view of the application memory with sufficient context to be able to recognize repeating patterns of object reuse by the application.

Our contributions in this paper fall into a number of areas. First we have written specialized code to be able to acquire and utilize the pagefile in the analysis of the Windows operating system. We find that the analysis of the pagefile is crucial to recovering sufficient data from user space applications. Secondly we wrote a set of plugins that enumerates all heap allocations in a Windows application, and automatically identify cross allocation references.

Using these plugins it is possible to rapidly understand the inter-relationship between allocations made by an application, and thus write a parser for the data of relevance without access to the original source code. We demonstrate this technique by analyzing a windows application of forensic significance.

A. What is the user space heap?

Modern operating systems make a distinction between “user space” and “kernel space”. Kernel code runs at Ring 0, while user mode code runs at Ring 3. The kernel provides general services to user mode code via a well defined system call interface [5]. One of the services a kernel may provide is memory management for the process. A process can request the kernel to augment its address space with new memory or that an external file is to be mapped into it’s own address space. The kernel keeps data structures that describe the address space layout for a particular process, termed the VAD tree (Virtual Address Descriptor Tree) in order to rapidly manage the process’s page tables [6].

The process may request the kernel to allocate new memory to its address space by use of the VirtualAllocEx() system call. This function will cause the kernel to add an additional Virtual Address Descriptor to the VAD tree and manipulate the process’s page tables to allow the new memory to be accessible. The kernel is only able to extend a process’s address space in multiples of whole pages.

For many applications, however, memory must be allocated in much smaller sizes from a few bytes to large allocations. For this reason, most applications use an internal heap implemented typically by a library. The heap exposes an API where the application can allocate small, arbitrary sized memory blocks (We shall term these allocations in this work). For example, the ANSI C malloc()/free() API, or the C++ new() APIs can be used to allocate arbitrarily sized allocations efficiently. The library itself requests page sized allocations...
There are many heap implementations. Below we list some of the more common implementations:

1) Doug Lee’s dlmalloc [7] is one of the oldest implementations of a general purpose memory allocator. This has been adapted in ptmalloc2 which add multithreading support [8]. Ptmalloc2 is commonly used in many Unix/Linux distributions, but it is also available in windows. For example windows programs compiled under mingw or cygwin may use ptmalloc2.

2) The tcmalloc allocator is a high performance allocator written by Google and released as an open source alternative [9]. This allocator is typically used with the Chrome browser and other Google originated products.

3) The Microsoft Visual Studio heap implementation is the default implementation linked into binaries built using the Microsoft Visual Studio Development environment. All windows applications receive a single Heap created by ntdll.dll.

In practice different heap implementations strike a balance between the sometimes competing needs for security, performance and memory efficiency. Ultimately the heap simply requests large contiguous regions of memory from the kernel, and subdivides them into smaller sized chunks.

It is important to note that the specific heap implementation used does not depend on the operating system. It is not the case that all windows programs will use the Microsoft heap implementation. For example, the Chrome browser uses tcmalloc even on Windows. Nevertheless, the Microsoft allocator is the most commonly used by Windows applications and therefore we focus on it in this work.

The analysis in this work was performed on Windows 7 AMD64 with Service Pack 1 running inside a Virtual Box emulator with 1Gb RAM.

B. Why analyse the heap allocator?

From the kernel’s point of view the application simply has large memory regions allocated to it in it’s address space. Current memory analysis tools are able to dump or view this kernel’s view of memory, or even search the memory for certain signatures. However, this coarse view of a process’s memory is not aligned with how the process itself views its own memory, and therefore lacks the context required to properly interpret the data.

For example, a process might allocate different objects (e.g. C++ objects or C structs) on the heap, and treat those as distinct entities. If we simply examine process memory as a large contiguous amorphous stream of bytes we lose the context of the individual allocations and must detect the beginning and end of each object, perhaps by developing validity tests or signatures [4]. This increases the likelihood of errors and false positives.

By having a detailed understanding of the heap implementation, the forensic analyst is able to subdivide process memory into allocation sized units. Every time the process calls the ‘malloc()’ or ‘new()’ function, the returned memory can be viewed as a distinct allocation. Since typically applications allocate memory consistently for their required use, this gives the analyst a strong hint as to the purpose of the allocation. Section IV details some examples where heap analysis can be utilized to recover data from user space applications.

II. THE MICROSOFT HEAP ALLOCATOR

In this paper we focus on the Microsoft Heap allocator which is the most widely used alloctor in Windows. The allocator has been studied extensively by the information security community, and a number of detailed accounts have been published (most notably [10], [11], [12]).

The main interest in the allocator is from a security perspective. That is, how the allocator can be exploited as a result of a heap overflow bug. While in order to successfully and reliably exploit the heap allocator, deep understanding of the allocator operations is required, the forensic analyst is merely interested in enumerating heap allocations.

Heap implementations maintain data structures to allow fast and efficient operation of the heap (e.g. lookahead lists, fine grained thread locks) but precise knowledge of these mechanisms is not required in order to simply enumerate the heap allocations. Most heaps maintain high level structures that allow simple enumeration. Even though the literature contains very detailed explanation of the heap operation, we include a simple overview in this paper to describe the basic method for enumerating heap allocations.

Some existing forensic frameworks do support limited analysis of heap allocations. For example the Volatility memory analysis framework supports extracting text from the notepad applications [2], it does not however, support the full heap analysis - only the backend allocator. Additionally the existing implementation does not support the heap entry encoding. Therefore it can not be used for recovering small allocations which are typically handled by the low fragmentation heap, or work with newer windows versions then XP. Similarly [13] provides an overview of the basic heap operation but it does not utilize any front end heap implementations, making it impossible to locate very small allocations.

To our knowledge our implementation of front end heap analysis is unique in a memory forensic tool. It, of course, relies heavily on the detailed descriptions presented by the seminal work in [12].

The following description applies to Windows 7 SP1 heap implementation. Older implementations use slightly different details. Note that the actual heaps used in a process depend on the way the process has been built. Specifically with Microsoft Visual Studio, it is possible to make a debug build in which case the process will create debugging heaps with a different layout then the regular production heaps. These debugging heaps contain larger heap metadata structs and the allocation layouts are different. Most production software however, is not built with the debugging configuration. Note also that on windows if a process is running under WoW64 emulation it will have a 32 bit heap implementation, even when running on a 64 bit operating system.
A process may contain multiple heaps, with new heaps created via the CreateHeap() API. When a process is created, it is given the first initial heap (created by ntdll.dll). The process’s heaps are listed in the Process Environment Block (_EPROCESS.Peb.ProcessHeaps) array which contains pointers to a _HEAP header. Sometimes different components of the same process will build different heaps for different purposes. As we see in subsequent sections (Section IV), we can use this property to identify related data structures, since all data from the same component will be grouped in a single logical heap.

The Windows heap allocator is divided into two parts [14]:

1) The backend allocator is responsible for requesting large contiguous memory blocks from the kernel using VirtualAllocEx(). These blocks (called Segments) are divided into smaller chunks to service small allocations. Note that very large allocations are serviced directly with VirtualAllocEx() by the backend.

2) The frontend allocator is used to improve performance for small allocations. For current windows versions the only front end implementation available is the Low Fragmentation Heap (LFH) implementation (and that is the only one we consider in this work). A LFH is only created when the implementation detects the application will benefit from it, hence not all heaps contain a front end [12].

The LFH allocates larger blocks from the backend allocator (termed Subsegments) and carves these into identically sized allocations. If an allocation request can be served from an existing Subsegment, the Front End Heap serves it from this Subsegment. Allocations with each LFH Subsegment are not coalesced hence this reduces heap fragmentation.

Figure 1 illustrates an example heap for a simple application. The Kernel is only aware of two VAD descriptors for large contiguous regions of private process memory. The heap’s backend creates these VAD regions (called Segments) using VirtualAllocEx() calls.

The backend then divides the segments into single allocations. Each allocation is preceeded with a _HEAP_ENTRY data struct header (which is 16 bytes). The header contains the size of the allocation, and therefore the beginning of the next allocation can be calculated. It is therefore possible to follow the allocation from the start of the segment to the end in order to enumerate all allocations in this segment. When the heap can not fit an allocation into an existing Segment, it requests a new Segment to be allocated using another VirtualAllocEx() call.

The _HEAP_ENTRY data structure is encoded in practice, in order to make it difficult for heap overflow exploits. Before parsing the struct it must be decoded by XORing it with the constant given at the _HEAP.Encoding field. I.e. the Heap Encoding is different and random for each heap in the process.

The backend allocations can be enumerated using this simple algorithm (On Windows 7):

1) The pointer _EPROCESS.Peb.ProcessHeaps points at an array of pointers to _HEAP structures.
2) For each _HEAP structure, enumerate the segments by following the _HEAPSegmentListEntry list.
3) for each _HEAP_SEGMENT struct, _HEAP_SEGMENT.FirstEntry is the first _HEAP_ENTRY header.
4) Decode the _HEAP_ENTRY header by XOR with the _HEAP.Encoding field.
5) Find the next entry by adding the allocation size _HEAP_ENTRY.Size multiplied by the heap allocation granularity to this entry.

III. THE WINDOWS PAGEFILE

When we initially attempted to enumerate process heaps, memory forensic tools were unable to process the pagefile or prototype PTEs correctly. We found that many pages in the heaps were invalid making it difficult to follow the heap allocations and perform user space analysis. Clearly as illustrated in Figure 1, if pages are unreadable part way through a heap segment it is impossible to follow the allocation list completely to the end of the heap. Thus heap enumeration becomes incomplete.

Many of the existing plugins are designed to analyze kernel memory. Although technically the windows kernel is also pageable, in practice many of the current plugins which analyze kernel structures are not particularly affected by paging, even though the effects of paging on userspace analysis are quite profound.

The windows kernel can allocate memory from one of the paged or non-paged pools for its own kernel data structures. We used the Rekall pool_tracker plugin [1] to examine from which pool different kernel allocations were made in practice. To our surprise we found that most significant kernel structures are allocated in Nonpaged pools (Allocations such as processes, threads, TCP connections, VAD entries and many more). Some kernel allocations did come from Paged pool (and would benefit from our pagefile support), such as the Registry structures (Pool tags starting with CM) and NTFS structures, but on the whole, most plugins are using structures from non-paged pools.

This explains why the pagefile was not sorely missed when analyzing kernel structures until now. However, when analyzing userspace memory, the page file plays a much greater role.

The literature documents many researchers identifying the pagefile as an important source of information. For example [15] notes a vast increase in the number of available pages...
when page translation considers pages in Transition and Prototype states. References are found in the literature as early as [16] to implementations of pagefile support in memory analysis tools, but these claims were never followed through with published code.

The windows page file was studied in the past by [15] and some heuristics were developed by observation. This early analysis was confined to 32 bit versions of Windows XP, and does not include the analysis of file mappings (Section objects). To our knowledge this analysis has not been currently open source tools, before we developed our patches. [3] claims that currently the Volatility memory forensic framework does not support analysis of page files.

[14] explains how PTEs can be parsed in order to recover memory from the page file. We have developed a set of patches to the Rekall memory forensic tool to enable the acquisition and analysis of page-files. Detailed information about these patches are published elsewhere [17] however, in this section we outline a short summary of the changes as they pertain specifically to the analysis of userspace applications.

A. Virtual Address Translation

The Windows operating system utilizes the CPU’s protected mode. In this mode all memory accesses made by the CPU are done in Virtual Addresses. The hardware’s Memory Management Unit (MMU) uses specially configured Page Tables in order to translate a virtual address into a physical memory address (where data can be fetched) [14]. Each process has its own set of page tables which are used to reference its own unique Process Address Space.

The details of this translation process are described elsewhere [18], but for our purposes we simply point out that the resolution process retrieves a Page Table Entry (PTE) from the page tables for each virtual page accessed. This PTE contains information encoded in various bitfields about where the physical page corresponding with the virtual address may be located in the physical memory.

Note that the address translation process occurs automatically by the MMU hardware. However, if the PTE has its least significant bit (bit 0) unset then the PTE is considered Invalid by the hardware, which generates a Page Fault interrupt for the kernel to resolve the page.

A fundamental capability of memory analysis frameworks is to emulate this address translation process in order to present an abstraction for the process virtual address (So process memory can be examined). Earlier frameworks would strictly perform the translation made by the MMU but if the Valid bit was 0 would consider that the page is invalid and not available. This is unfortunately insufficient since in practice many pages in process memory are invalid (from a hardware point of view), but can still be resolved using the OS page-fault handler (See Figure 4).

We have extended the Rekall memory forensic framework with an OS specific Virtual Address Translation facility which considers the special cases where the Valid flag is unset in a PTE [17]. In these cases the other bits of the PTE are able to be used freely by the operating system, and therefore are OS specific by nature.

B. OS specific address translation

The hardware generates a page fault while translating a page, by calling an interrupt into the OS page fault handler, passing in the faulty PTE. At this point the page fault handler uses a number of flags to determine which state the PTE is in. Windows uses the _MMPT struct to describe the PTE which is actually a union of all the possible states the PTE can be in (The correct member of the union is chosen based on the flags).

Figure 2 shows the algorithm used for resolution of the PTE passed into the page fault handler (Sometimes termed the Hardware PTE). Our Rekall patches implement this algorithm in order to emulate the page-fault handler and deduce the correct physical page to use.

In the first stage the PTE might represent one of the following states:

1) Valid PTE: If Bit 0 is set the PTE refers to a page in physical memory.
2) If the ProtoType bit is unset and the Transition bit is set the page is in the Transition state. Its content is still valid and therefore we can directly read the data from the image.
3) If both the ProtoType bit and the Transition bit are unset, the PTE refers to a Software PTE (i.e. the data exists in the pagetable). The offset into the pagefile can be calculated from the PageFileHigh field. Except if the offset into the pagefile is 0, in this case, the VAD must be consulted and the ProtoType PTE recovered from the VAD and analyzed through the second stage algorithm.
4) If the ProtoType bit is set, and the ProtoAddress field is 0xFFFFFFFFF00000 then the ProtoType PTE must be fetched from the VAD entry corresponding with the relevant address. The ProtoType PTE is then found by using the _MMVAD.FirstPrototypePte
Fig. 3. Prototype PTE resolution algorithm.

pointer. The retrieved PTE is then processed further as a ProtoType PTE in the second stage.

If a ProtoType PTE was retrieved in the first stage, it is analyzed again to try to resolve the page. ProtoType PTEs are allocated from system pool and are not part of the hardware page tables (i.e. The MMU never reads a ProtoType PTE directly), but they share the same kernel structs and add some additional PTE states. Figure 3 illustrates the algorithm for resolving a prototype PTE. One major difference from the previous algorithms is the case where the prototype bit is set in a ProtoType PTE. The PTE then represents a Subsection Object (i.e. a File Mapping). When the page fault handler encounters a Subsection PTE it simply reads the data from the file into a new physical page. However, in a memory analysis framework we are unable to resolve this page without access to the corresponding disk image.

Additionally if the ProtoType PTE is a Software PTE (i.e. refers to the pagefile) but the offset into the pagefile is 0, the PTE is considered a “Demand Zero PTE”. In this case the kernel will re-purpose a zeroed page and remap it into memory on demand.

In order to evaluate the importance of the page file in the analysis of usermode applications, we wrote a Rekall plugin called vadmap, that enumerates every process PTE (from the VAD tree) and determines it’s state. As an example, we have used a memory image of a Windows 7 system and enumerated the heaps of the svchost.exe process (This process contains forensically significant information which will be analyzed in a later section).

If we only consider heap owned pages, there were 3286 pages in total, of which 457 were valid and 144 were in Transition (i.e. 601 pages were immediately usable). However there were 431 pages which only exist in the pagefile and 2254 Zero pages (i.e. unused by the heaps). Hence, in this case, the pagefile actually contains over 40% of the usable pages in the process heaps. Clearly the exact ratio of pagefile pages to valid pages depends greatly on external factors, such as available memory, process activity and the time since the particular page was used. However, this example demonstrates that the page file is extremely important to the analysis of user-space applications.

It is therefore crucial that the pagefile be acquired at the same time as the memory. Unfortunately, the pagefile is locked for shared access when the system is running, thus it can not ordinarily be opened for reading. Despite this, some memory acquisition tools can still acquire the pagefile. For example judging by the debugging output, [19] searches for the handle for the open pagefile in the System process (Process ID 4) and then reuses that handle to read the pagefile.

Alternatively, it is possible to acquire the pagefile using the fetch tool from the Sleuthkit suite of forensic applications [20]. This tool parses the NTFS Master File Table (MFT) and directly extracts the disk clusters that the pagefile resides on [21]. This approach bypasses the regular kernel file lock restrictions and enables reading the locked file.

C. Smear and pagefile acquisition.

While experimenting with the pagefile processing patches we found an interesting effect of smear during acquisition. Smear in memory acquisition is not a new issue [22], [23], but is typically measured in terms of total pages changed from an “atomic” snapshot (for example obtained though virtual machine introspection [24], [25]).

However, we found that not all page changes are the same. In fact we identified a new type of smear dubbed “Pagetable smear”, which depends on the order of acquisition. In order to study the effects of this smear we wrote a program which allocates 800mb of memory (called swapper.exe), marking each page with a unique sequence number. We ran the program and observed that from the total 800mb allocated, the program’s working set was 347mb prior to acquisition (i.e. 347mb were present in memory or in the Valid state).

We then acquired memory using the WinPmem 1.6.2 tool[1]. Afterwards we copied the pagefile from the system using the fs tool. Within seconds of the acquisition starting, the working set of swapper.exe was trimmed to 188mb - possibly due to the IO operations in writing the image to disk.

We then used our patches for OS specific page translation to read the known pages from our test program. To our surprise we found, among the known marked pages, some corrupted pages - even some which appear to contain kernel data (which should never appear in a user-space program).

After further analysis we realized that the order of acquisition matters - as the page tables are usually stored at low memory addresses, in this case the kernel’s DTB was at 0x187000 (About 1.6Mb into the image), the page tables will be copied first into the image. The PTEs for the process might still indicate that some pages are in a Valid (or Transition) state. However, by the time the acquisition tool gets to copy those physical pages into the disk, the kernel’s working set trimmer might decide to trim the process’s working set so the PTEs will be in the Software PTE or ProtoType PTE states, while the actual pages are re-purposed.

This type of smear is very dangerous since the Memory analysis framework has no idea that the pages are in any way
invalid. It would simply go through its normal page translation algorithm and use the pages indicated by the original PTE, even though these pages are now no longer part of the process working set. Thus an out of date pageable page has much larger consequences to analysis than simply an out of date kernel or process memory page.

Similar effects have been noted (but not experimentally verified) by [26]. However, in that work the effects were attributed to smear with respect to kernel swap data structures. We have determined that this is not necessarily related to swap specifically, or to kernel data structures, since the same effects can be observed for prototype pages and memory mapped pages. In fact any difference between the acquisition times of the PTEs and the pages they refer to can be classified as "pagetable smear".

Further research is required to determine the optimal order of acquisition. Perhaps page tables should be acquired after the rest of main memory. Perhaps they should be acquired twice - before and after, and the differences noted.

IV. USERSPACE HEAP ANALYSIS

The following is an example of applying heap analysis to reversing the windows DNS Client Resolver Cache. Although we examine a single example here, the technique has been successfully applied to a number of other user space applications.

Windows implements a common caching resolver for DNS client queries. Every program which queries for a DNS resolver cache was published on the Volatility issue tracker [27], however the plugin only supported some versions of windows XP 32 bit and used scanning techniques to traverse the heap and (hence does not work on windows 7).

The file dnsrsvlrdll describes itself as “DNS Caching Resolver Service” in its PE Version strings, and is therefore responsible for implementing the resolver cache. It is also a service hence it is running in svchost.exe.

We now apply our userspace heap analysis plugins to learn more about this service. The first plugin we use is inspect_heap to learn about the allocations in all heaps.

Figure 4 shows the output of the inspect_heap plugin. The svchost.exe process hosts many services, each implemented as a dll at the same time. Therefore there are quite a number of heaps present. The above figure only shows an extract from the full output. In it we notice clearly domain names such as ssl.bing.com.

Figure 5 demonstrates the analysis process. We use the show_allocation plugin to locate the allocation which contains an address of interest. The plugin dumps the data within this allocation. The plugin also iterates over each 8 byte integer and attempts to resolve it back to a known allocation. The overall effect is that we can identify pointers to other allocations.

Additionally we use the show_refferer_alloc plugin to search for all references to a memory address from heap allocations. Matching allocations are then displayed.

Typically, userspace applications maintain data structures using pointers to other data structures in a consistent way. Given our knowledge of allocations, we are able to identify similar objects and quickly identify the patterns which hint at the data structures involved.

So to summarise the analysis process outlined in Figure 5:

1) We identify a domain name in an allocation at 0x11e2860, using the show_allocation plugin we see that this is a single string (ssl-bing.com-a-0001-amssedge.net).

2) Now we ask "which data structures refer to this string?" Using the show_refferer_alloc plugin we see an allocation at 0x11e2b30. We shall name the data structure DNS_RECORD. The string reference is at offset 0x08 from the start of the struct.

3) We then ask, “which data structure points to the DNS_RECORD?" The allocation at 0x1244fc0 looks
**V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK**

The present work examined a novel method of user space program analysis using the enumerations of heap allocations. We present patches for the Rekall memory forensic tool that enable the analysis of the pagefile in an operating system specific way. We find that the pagefile is crucial for the analysis of the pagefile in an operating system.

We then apply this analysis to study the internals of the windows DNS client cache, producing a plugin to enumerate all cached entries - information which is forensically significant for the detection of malware communication channels.

We also document a new type of memory acquisition smear called “Pagetable Smear”. This occurs mainly due to the fact that many pages may change state during the acquisition process, between the time the page table itself was imaged, and the page referenced by the page-table was imaged. This type of smear might result in completely incorrect pages being considered part of the process’s working set. Further research is required to establish the optimal acquisition order to minimize this kind of smear.
Fig. 7. Final DNS Cache data diagram deduced by examining the allocations in Figure 5. Below is a sample of the output of the `dns_cache` plugin. The plugin indicates the address of the hash table entry and then follows each of the `DNS_RECORD` entries.
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